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Let’s talk about my 2019
The idea for this book came to me at the start of the year, David and I took the
family to Bali as two of our children were leaving town to venture on with careers
and study and I wanted one last family holiday together before they left. Like all
family holidays I know I need to be relaxed as it then creates a wonderful balance
and relaxes all around me. So, we chose to venture to one of my favourite places in
Bali and that is Bin Gin. It is a little surfing village and the accommodation is on a
mountainside where you have to walk down the mountain to access the beach. It is
an adventure.
I love how easily I drop into the energy in Bali and my meditation practice is just
phenomenal whilst over there. I feel like I am a computer just getting downloads of
messages of what I need to do.
I started my foundations' blogs whilst over there and had the intent to smash all
seven out within a month - now if I stayed in Bali that would have been so doable
but the fact that I came home and back to normal living, that created a bit of a
handbrake on my writing. Fast forward to September and the foundation series was
complete. I could not have done my work without much-needed help and support.
To my beautiful daughter Alicia - you know me, you read me, you love me for just
me and I can't thank you enough for all your love and support and how your work is
entwined with mine in this book.
To my partner David you are so loving and supportive and allow me to take on any
adventure, you make me want to be a better me every day.
To my editor, one day I will be able to pay you the thousands of dollars for all your
wonderful work and support. You have been a foundation of Let’s Be Real and I am
eternally grateful.
This year has been an adventure and I have shared my heart and soul by being real,
raw and authentic so I can help others. I can say I was so surprised that people do
read and love what I do and I was nominated and awarded the Townsville Business
Women Circle Empowering Woman of 2019 - honestly it filled my bucket with love
but more importantly it made me realise how far I had come.
Sometimes my work flows so easily, and then other projects take up so much time, I
have loved 2019 and I hope you love what started as a message in my meditation.
I would love to hear what you think of this booklet so feel free to email me at
connect@letsbereal.com.au
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I AM A CONNECTOR
I CULTIVATE AND SUPPORT
REAL, RAW, AUTHENTIC
RELATIONSHIPS
Who is Kylie Michelle?
Founder – Let’s Be Real Community
Creator– Champions of Change Program
Blogger – Let’s Sit Loosely with That
Happiness Career Planner
Senior Equity Advisor
Communication Mentor
Combat Fitness Leader
Sexual Ethics Educator

Why start Let’s Be Real?
My Why is to change the landscape within our community. To create a community
where I educate through storytelling and connect people within safe spaces. I want
you to be happy in your career; with my workbooks we can tackle any issues that
stop you from achieving that. You won't need a sea change but love who you are
and what you do.
Let's work together and create those real, raw, authentic relationships.
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My Seven ‘make it through the day' Foundations
7 is the seeker, the thinker, the searcher of truth. 7 knows that nothing is exactly as it
seems, and that reality is often hidden behind illusions.
I love the New Year and the fresh start. The reset and releasing of the old and
making space for the new. It was well over 18 months ago now that I was seeking
truths, resetting and finding my way. I talk often, post or hashtag about my daily
practices, those foundations that get me through my day, something that has taken
some time to practice, and hopefully, in time I will master but now I want to take the
time to share.
When the shit hit the fan for me, and I was in a dead set meltdown mode I felt the
scramble and seeking whatever would help me from the suffering. What could I do
or use that was going to get me out of this pain as fast as possible? Purchasing and
attending anything that I could get my hands on that was able to assist with the
pain. Honestly, if someone told me during this time that they had a jar of air and if I
breathed it in daily, I would not have any anxiety I would have probably purchased it.
During these real hardships, it is hard to think clearly or even see clearly on what
sense is and what is not. I actually needed to learn and get curious about what was
happening to me so I could take important information away from these lessons
and move forward with ease. I am not saying those lessons didn't hurt and were not
uncomfortable, god they really were but I needed to go through them. Once I was
ok with that and truly believed I was enough, only then could I pull tools from my
own toolbox and actually feel like I was living instead of the dreadful fear that had
me scrambling for any cure, something that could ease my pain instantly or at least
numb it. I was always looking for the easy way out.
So, I want to share my foundations and some lessons. I have spent a good 18 months
probably wasting a lot of money scrambling, gripping and seeking for those quick
fix answers. In between all of that I was lucky enough to forge some truly great
practices that have now cemented as my foundations and part of my daily practice.
I do know that they are not for everyone and I believe we create our own toolbox to
navigate and deal with our own situations. After many years of military and only
being able to look at situations in a singular way, trying to see something from a
new light was like trying on a different pair of shades and seeing the world very
differently.
These tools worked for me and the amazing people that have shown me them
along the way have been a complete utter standout. I felt that they have ripped the
rug from under me, shook it off, cleaned it up and placed it neatly back down for me
to continue. So, for me I did choose Seven Wonderful Practices, stepping out of a
dark phase where choosing Seven Deadly Sins might have been easier.

Please enjoy my Seven loves, my Seven foundations, my Seven joys that
are now part of my day today.
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My First Foundation
Meditation with Mala Beads
When someone would mention meditation
to me, I think of people sitting cross-legged
and saying the word ‘om' those truly
disciplined souls who could sit still for long
periods of time. In my mind, they were so
Gandhi, so friggin Zen! How the hell could
they keep their mind so damn clear and have
this amazing experience which I believed
how meditation was. I did think that it truly
was not for all of us and I was not born to do
this. My mind is messy as hell and I can truly
say that sitting still is not my forte. There was
not a chance that this practice could be for
me; no way this was going to become enjoyable.
Every time I would read an article on personal development, or a self-help book it
would always mention meditation. It totally talked about the benefits and how it is
the steppingstone to that inner peace and calmness that I was desperately seeking.
I knew I had to try this, attempt it, damn practice it.
I have had a love/hate relationship with meditation as I lacked the consistency and
discipline; so, it always felt like I was starting over. I truly was embarrassed if a family
member would walk past me whilst attempting to meditate and would always stop
immediately. If I did not get up before everyone else, then I would write off my
practice for the day as I couldn't be seen meditating (how embarrassing). Ahhhhh
the old perfection card was in play, I did not like doing something unless I was
perfect at it.
I have attempted many guided meditations, which some were ok, and some have
helped. Honestly, they are so easy to find on the
internet but because I knew nothing about
meditation finding someone that I connected with
was hard. I rarely ever made it through the entire
recording. It was also extremely hard to find guided
meditations that were about 5 minutes because I still
had it set in my head that I didn't have time and I was
such a beginner that was all the time I was going to
give this practice. The other thing I found is that I
would get halfway through meditation and they had
said something that annoyed me in some small tiny
insignificant way, and I was turning it off (probably just
trying to justify an out).
I think the love came all over a mentor's bracelet, it
was wooden beads, bit cool like and I really loved it. I
found out they were mala beads; they are a
Copyright © 2019 Let’s Be Real
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meditation tool and you roll the beads between your fingers and thumb and can
count mantras. Who knew there was a tool for meditation? Something that was
tactile and would help me sit still for some time so I could learn and possibly enjoy
meditation.
So, I needed a mantra, I knew nothing about them and was unsure of how it all
worked anyway. Got to love Google and in the end, I connected to the mantra
'kleem'; for me it was attracting love into my every day. Love for myself, love for
others, acting with love, speaking with love and so forth.
My meditation practice then became a ritual of sitting with some mala beads and
either chanting in my head, saying out loud or listening to the YouTube clip of 108
chants of ‘kleem'. This really felt like a success, I think for me to do this I was sitting
for the 6 minutes meditating away with my mala beads. It then became the first
thing in the morning sitting on my deck looking out to my backyard and now it is
before I hop in the car and hit the office. I started to love this and really needed it
before I was heading out anywhere. I combined this mediation with one of my other
foundations and honestly today I might do it a couple of times during the day
(especially on holidays) I don't care if the family walk past me and I even manage to
focus on a lot fewer noises.
I really feel disciplined doing this and I ensure I make time to meditate even if I am
running late. I can tell you I do feel out of whack now when I don't get the chance to
meditate. For me, I cannot believe that I would get this far with this practice.
I now focus on 108 breaths (picturing a small light rising and sinking within me
whilst I breathe) and sometimes that is not enough, and I flip my beads around and
do another 108 if I really feel unstuck and need to get that grounding feeling a bit
more. I am proud of me, but it took a cute looking bracelet to get me there. I am
enjoying it immensely.
I still love guided meditation but realised that
the chances of finding a great one on Google
was going to take time to sift through them. I
am lucky enough to be in an area that Lead
Love Leap with Kylie Bartlett facilitates group
guided meditation. Another love for me as it is
a power circle and it has grown so much. The
women I have also connected with and the
love of tea to end an evening! I love that it is
run on Monday nights, another great reason I
no longer hate Mondays! Who knew this was
going to have so many benefits?
I also managed to purchase mala beads in my
hometown but found an abundance of them
online. I love the really large wooden beads; I
am very tactile and love the feel of them between my fingers. I have found a true
love for this foundation and for anyone saying they could not possibly do it; I would
say to you if I can then you totally can.
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Where to practice - consider these points:
Where would be an ideal area to meditate? Look around your home and
neighbourhood and find a comfortable, safe space. List some possibilities –
remember you don’t need to sit cross-legged on the floor. You can lie down,
stand, sit on a chair, sit on the floor/ground, sit in parks, the bath etc…

How to start a meditation practice. There is no magic hour you will find in your
day, so if you can make it part of your schedule it would more likely stick! Why not
try before you go to sleep or when you wake up, part of your lunch hour, maybe
after a workout? Edit your day and find just 5-10 minutes to start.

What type of meditation would suit you? Remove the idea that you need to ‘clear
the mind’ – why not look at guided recordings as there are lots of apps you can
use as well as YouTube. There are other tools like mala beads and mantras. Dive
into this and see what sparks an interest.
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How much time will you need? There is a Zen saying, “If you don’t have time to
meditate for 5 minutes then meditate for an hour.” You only need a few minutes –
so set a goal of what you would like to achieve. I started with at least 5 minutes for
3 times a week. I now do roughly 7 minutes a day and once or twice a week I push
that out to 20-40 minutes. Just figure out where you would like to start and
create a goal.

How do I get comfortable in meditation? It took me ages to meditate in my own
home with my family around. Getting comfortable was just talking about it with
family, calming blankets, bolsters, cushions, rugs – space and area! Owning it and
getting super comfy helps. How and when are you comfortable? It is ok to go
alone until you are ready. Write down your thoughts.

Do you know the benefits of meditation? Do a little research – google it, so you
can understand the benefits. I find if I understand something better then I am
more likely to do it. Write down what you find out.
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My Second Foundation
Mood Writing – Journaling /
Oracle Cards
Talk about my go-to for everything for
whatever mood I am in. I not only pull
an oracle card and journal in the
morning but if I need a little break
during the day, I pull out a journal and
will write to clear my thoughts or more
particularly to clear my mood.
In the morning is the perfect time to
set my intention for the day, I ask the
universe pretty much how to navigate
my day choosing an oracle card (I have
a few different ones at home but
currently using the Moonology ones) I
do not know how to read tarot and I
am more intuitive than anything else.
When purchasing oracle cards, I have
gone with recommendations on
Instagram or discuss with my circle of
friends on what they love. I will pick my
card, look at its meaning and then
write my feelings on it. I also like to
journal a few things that I am grateful for, generally reflecting on the day before and
it honestly sometimes is I am grateful for my bathtub or it could be I am grateful for
a particular person as they may have assisted me that day. That positivity helps with
keeping the vibe high. (just got to say I love this term and hear it all the time and
wanted to throw it into a blog somewhere).
As I said this is not the only time I journal.
I journal if I need to have a meeting that
is playing on my mind or if I am calling
someone that is a bit high maintenance.
I use journaling for all my family issues
and my partner in crime would probably
not like to read all my babble on how I
get to clear my thoughts.
I have used mood writing recently going
into day surgery as I have a fear of
coming out of the anaesthetic and
sharing parts of my crazy mind so before
going under, I wrote everything out to
ensure that my thoughts were clear.
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I have cried tears into my journal pages smudging the writing and making it
unreadable. I actually never go back and read any of it. Got to say I am a shit editor
anyway. I don't want to try and fix or correct any of those thoughts. They are not
right or wrong they just are, and it is such a beautiful release to get them out.
This practice is for me, it is purely my journal and it does not have to be pen to paper
you might like to type it out but I love my fountain pen and I have some beautiful
journals (using art journals from ‘kathypetersenart.com' purely because I love the
paper and it works so well with my fountain pen. I honestly have a few journals lying
around the house, in
bags etc so days are
mixed up between
them. I am totally ok
with it, just like my
thoughts my journals
do not need to be in the
order they are just my
release of a lot of
random words. Some
days my writing is
beautiful and other
days it is messy as hell. I
personally prefer the
unlined books as I don't
want to abide by the
rules of staying on the
lines.
I giggle as I talk to you about it, even to myself I feel a bit of a nutter but for me, it is a
practice that works.
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What would journaling look like for you? Think about your pen and paper,
maybe it is sticky notes so you can destroy or an iPad with an apple pen.

Let’s look at where to start, the practice of writing a gratitude journal was how I
began each day and it grew. You can look at journal prompters online and also
different journals you can purchase that prompts your writing. What would assist
you to write?

What to write, there are no set rules, why not try to form intentions and goals for
your day, and in the bigger picture of things for your career or life? List your
current dreams...
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What are oracle cards? If you wish to choose an oracle deck or even positive
affirmation cards it can be a positive message to start your day. Do you start your
day with positives? Research on different cards and write your findings.

Don’t spend a fortune purchasing cards, you can find them in magazines like
‘Breathe’ and also decks in discounted stores. Look for a theme you love as you
will love the messages more – I have moon ones as I love the moon – it resonates
more with me. Have you seen any you adore or have ideas on what your interests
are that might align with cards?

When to pick a card? I use different decks for different times. I usually pick one of
a morning, but I carry some in my handbag and also keep some at work. What is
your favourite time of day – when are you most likely to do some personal
development work on you?
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My Third Foundation
Movement – Yoga
Do you even bend?
I would love to say I am a chilled-out yogi,
but this is another one of my foundations
that I used to have a love-hate relationship
with. I have been doing Yoga on and off for
years and still gonna go with I’m a beginner.
A conversation with a good mate of mine
and his thoughts on Yoga was ‘your future
self will love you for it’. OK! Well, what future
Kylie will love is what I need to do! So, let’s do
the work.
So, this yoga journey has taken me down many paths and I have quit and started
back up again for years. During this time, I truly thought it was only about one thing
and it was the poses. Could I bend? Could I balance? And do I look like those
glamorous pictures on social media whilst doing it? Ummm hell no I do not, and I
cannot.
Where does one learn about yoga without committing financially to a centre? Well,
a couple of yogi books later and I did have the inspiration to take this journey. I
needed to try and find the love that others had. Yogi’s seemed really damn happy,
laid back, got their shit together and making themselves a priority – talk about selfcare! – I did get a total girl crush on Rachel Brathen aka Yoga Girl, and even one of
my soldiers attended one of her events. I did not feel like I fit in that group either
though. So where were my people? Yogi wannabes like me.
On my hunt to find my people; I remember
one event; it was Palm Creek here in
Townsville and I would say a collection of
wonderful hippies attended this event. So
you camped, listened to music and did free
events – one being yoga – these amazing
people were so lost in it – not worried if they
were the look of yoga, they breathed, they
swayed, they closed their eyes and they truly
seemed in love with it. Was this it? Was this
what I wanted! Was this my family? Ummm
no – I just wanted future Kylie to love me for
this Yoga decision. Can’t Yoga be cool
without hippy pants, dreadlocks and lots of
swaying to the mother earth?
Forward on my journey, I did Yoga in
Afghanistan there was this amazing
American soldier yogi who would take
Copyright © 2019 Let’s Be Real
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classes for us. She was the vision of a perfect example of a well-trained physically fit
soldier! There were no yoga pants, dreadlocks or anything remotely that way. Her
classes were structural, informative, and honestly, I could not stop staring at her
muscles… total new girl crush. Were these my people? Ummmm nope – I needed
somewhere in between.
The next chapter took me to a studio in Townsville, I am truly lazy and needed
accountability and some damn guidance. I liked someone telling me exactly what to
do. Well, this was new territory and I fell in love with Yoga. What I learnt was that I
needed a yoga instructor that I connected with. Der! Seems like an obvious
observation now. My yogi life changed when I signed up with Lighten Up and I met
an instructor Michael (he is not aware of this and one day he might read this and
smile). His voice, calmness, thoroughness, ease and grace made me fall in love with
yoga. The little corners of my mouth turned up and every time I would visit his
practice did, I feel this. I learnt the lessons of how to breathe, why I was on the mat,
what my intention was every time that I sat down on my mat. Damn you could say I
was crushing big time with this wonderful amazing man (again I should point out I
never spoke to him about this…. lol).
I was blessed, it was not the poses! It was breathing... making time for me, self-love
and care and seriously future Kylie was going to love this. Yes, this was the love
chapter in my yoga book. I got lost in each practice and I did not count the minutes
until the workout was over. I still wonder if it is a different journey for everyone and
does everyone feel this way. The moment my feet touch the mat and it could be 5
minutes or an hour I am happy and something now that is part of my daily ritual.
So, this journey took me from the studio to my deck at home, hotel rooms, beaches
and honestly where I needed a moment for me. A time to truly feel grounded. I
found that the strict schedule did not work and sometimes I needed that flexibility. I
once again found a girl crush and love Yoga with Adrienne on YouTube. She is so my
people, I love doing yoga with her each morning. I love my space and my timings,
but I feel at a loss if I miss it.
I want to get some more time in a studio to build back to that 90-minute yoga
sessions. I feel I got a bit lazy with my home practices ranging 5-30 minutes and I
have so much more to
explore with this journey. I
still can't do all the poses
and I do not look like any
pics on social media, but I
now love what I do.
I have shared this love with
my daughter and selected
friends. My goal is to get
my man to join me one
day! I can see us pulling
out our yoga mats as we
travel the world trekking!
Namaste
Copyright © 2019 Let’s Be Real
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What gear do you need to start? For me I did start with just using a mat at home
and a towel whilst I tried it out. I was able to purchase gear from Big W, so it was
very affordable. I do say use what you can around the house. I do now have a
bolster, blocks and a strap. Look at what you can use around your house.

If you are looking at going to a class, firstly check out free events run by your local
community – I have loved yoga in the park. The other thing that I did was try a
casual pass until you find a studio that aligns with you – fall in love with a yogi
teacher or at least their voice. I needed to see if I fit into the class before signing
up full time to a studio – check if it is your people.

Yoga on YouTube has been great for me and the most importantly finding a yogi
I loved. Check out ‘Yoga with Adrienne’ she does have 30-day challenge but even
better, yet she does different yoga sessions from 5 minutes to an hour that may
fit your schedule. Go searching and check some.
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I did google the different poses of yoga but what I learnt was it was not about the
poses it is seriously about the breath and for me the breath connected my mind
to my body. Have you tried breathing work? Google this and have a look first
before you start Yoga.

So, I am going to say it ‘active wear’ yes, I love the many cool outfits that you can
purchase but honestly it was about comfort and ok maybe about a pair of
leggings that had moons all over them. Remember that you will be upside down
and twisting so be comfortable!

I have yoga goals. I think it is great to have them… I want to go on a yoga retreat
in Bali (I know so doable, but I am yet to do it) also to be able to do a headstand is
my other goal, it is going to take discipline to get there. You might not have a
Yoga goal yet but if there is something that you like then jot it down.
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My Fourth Foundation
My Anointing – Oils
Keys, handbag, phone, water bottle,
favourite pen, journal ~ oh and what oil
do I need today?
You have those light bulb
conversations sometimes and I really
did with a girlfriend of mine and how
we talked about oils being a layer of
protection that we need to wear, and
different days require different levels
of protection. Honestly, I would say like
most people I started the love of oils
with Lavender and trying to relax or a
citrus one to make my house smell
lovely but I really did not know the power that they had and what it looked like to
use them for that protection and self-care on a daily basis.
At my desk, I have a beautiful blend called '4 Love' the closest members of my team
know when they start getting fired up and annoyed with something then I am
opening the oil rubbing it on my palms, then rub my palms together and then take
in the smell and swish it around my face and body. It is a reminder that I need to
pause, listen with love and respond with love. I had done it so many times that they
started to ask what the hell is that? I would take their hand and rub a little on their
palm and mimic the action that they needed to do. This was so damn effective
(disclaimer here ~ you really do need those friends you have built trust with, you just
can't go doing this to anyone in the office) as it made them stop, pause and breathe
if nothing else this is a very effective mindfulness tool. This always changes the
conversation and it heads into a different direction. Yes!!!!
I truly love smells; I love when I walk past a well-dressed man and the smell of his
aftershave or when I walk past
someone when exercising and
the sweet smell of freshly
sprayed deodorant. So many
other smells, baking reminds
me of my mum and weirdly
cigar smoke reminds me of my
Pop! I know smell is a wonderful
thing, creates a little happy and
also brings wonderful memories
for me. So, to me, it makes total
sense that smell can evoke so
many other things for me and
react to different areas in my
brain.
Copyright © 2019 Let’s Be Real
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I am so in love with this idea and it was when I met Anna from Aromatics for the
Wellbeing (what a lady and fellow Pisces), she can read me and look at what I need,
like do I need to release something or do I need love right now and from that she
can create the most amazing blends.
I have this huge Queenslander and in many of my rooms I have a diffuser, people
that come to the house say they can smell my house when they hit my front gate! It
creates my beautiful space and not only has an effect on me but everyone that
enters that space. This practice is powerful.
I can go back as far as my daughter’s birth - her Dad is a total hippy, together we
wrote out a birthing plan, we wanted soft light with lamps, music playing, and an oil
burner to create a beautiful smell all together this created a space I wanted my baby
to enter into. I did not realise the effect it had on everyone around me. The rush of
nurses as they hit the door dramatically slowed down; an entirely different approach
towards this space. It has an effect and a wonderful one.
I have oils that inspire me for when I am writing,
soothe me for those low vibe days, oils for
protection and for grounding - they have been
blended with the intention to help particular
moods, crisis, health issues. I do have a bowl at
my back door where I grab a roll on of oil that I
wear that day and have in my handbag which I
use when I feel the need. I like to think of this as
my protection bubble and I have this crazy little
ritual which by the way I love to ensure my
bubble is protected with the oil and I am feeling
well.
I also use them in my bathtub, I do like to soak
away concerns and also drum up some new
ideas in the tub. Anna has done up some great
little bottles called ‘stillness’ and ‘going deep’ I
can tell you they have pretty much glued me to
the bath, and I do my best relaxation and
thinking using these oils.
I wish I could explain all the effects and sound like a brilliant scholar but let me give
you a little bit of Kylie speak. With everything that I do I am chasing the feeling of
happy; I am learning to live with all the opposite energy to happy, but it is happy
that I am chasing! What this feels like, when I am in this state, I do so many better
things, I am the best version of me! I do my work well, I create space for others, I
create great energy and let's face it a happy me is so much better than an unhappy
me. So just like with so many other actions I do, oils are a foundation that can create
that for me. It is a mental cue and using all my senses that evoke that. It is a practice
to remember to stop, pause, breathe, take in that smell and then RESPOND.
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Smells invoke memories for me, they have the power to make me feel happy or
to feel even sad or sick at times. Oddly I love the smell of cigar as it reminds me of
my grandfather. List down some smells that invoke happy for you.

Oils for your environment – when you walk into my house you will be amazed on
how it smells – I create a space that relaxes, and I use oils to do that. It is no
different from baking and creates that warm inviting environment. Think of what
smells you like, and how you can adapt in your house if you have a clear vision it is
so easy to talk to an aromatherapist.

Have you ever made a cup of peppermint tea to smell to remove a headache?
Or have lavender on to keep you relaxed. Oils can do this as you wear them,
different oils create a feeling. For example, I use citrus when I feel anxious as it
sparks joy for me. I have learnt more about blends and I have spray and oils to
assist with travel, to speak in front of a group, to spice things up in the bedroom.
Think about moments when you needed extra support, aromatherapist can help
with this.
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My Fifth Foundation
Mood Rocks – Crystals
Going through the airport security and you
are asked to empty out the contents of your
handbag! Well, this could get kind of
interesting if you are anyone like me and really
do carry around with you EVERYTHING YOU
NEED! At least I did not set the alarm off it was
just my bag looks kind of odd through the xray machine. I really don’t think it was the
crystals that concerned the security lady, but
they really did look at me funny as at least five
of my favourite rocks fall out onto the counter.
I actually have so many funny stories when it comes to crystals. Stories that span
back 16 years of what I have always called my hippy approach to protection and love.
I have found out so much more over the years and have recently been gifted into
my life one amazing lady Kathy @geo junkie – talk about girl crushing. I love every
single crystal that she talks about and I want one of everything. Shut up and take
my money!
I can’t remember if I purchased my first crystal or if it was a gift but I remember I
was in a bad place emotionally, like so many of us I was going through one of those
big life challenges - a divorce with my daughters father and I did everything I could
to keep my head above water at this stage – I clung to crystals for dear life. I know I
really did not understand them or their power but when you are at rock bottom and
honestly, I was trying to hold onto anything to get through each and every day. I had
no idea of how these crystals interacted with my energy or why I chose certain ones
or why I had them in my bra, pockets, car, handbags but like everything I do – I
understand so much more NOW. Gotta love those lessons.
So, on reflection, it really was going from one or two that I shoved in my bra to now
crystals around the entire house. Every entrance to the house has crystals, bedroom,
my work area and the
staircase, basically if you
enter my home you will cross
paths with my crystals. I really
feel the energy of people
more than ever before and I
know that sounds hippy as
hell but honestly all of us can
feel this – I bet you have felt it
walking into a room after an
argument like when the air is
so thick you can cut it with a
knife or a salesperson who is
a little bit prickly when you
are being super nice. Well
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take this and then times it by a 100 and that is what I feel and whenever someone is
covering it up "got their mask on" I still feel it. I place crystals specifically in my home
to clear out any negative energy that has stuck to me, my family or any visitor
coming in. You could call my home a complete 'energy safe zone' so it is a space I
can rest, ground and relax. This is intentional due to the last few years of trauma and
needing to find an area I could heal. Previously I have been physically ill from toxic
energy and toxic environments (have you gotten a terrible headache at work etc).
Well all those little things you just might shake off and ignore I can see now more
than ever it is energy. So, this is how crystals play an important part in my day to day.
It is not all about protection but also, I use these crystals so I can feel happy,
empowered, creative and love all with different crystals. So, I spread that around my
house and also with my family – looking after and loving my nearest and dearest. I
can tell you that this really works for me. I feel though it is so normalised as crystals
are very mainstream now.
Honestly, they don't like to sit still, and I do see some are winking at me (you could
say they catch your eye) these are the ones that I know that I need to hold onto for
that day. I do however find them everywhere in clutches, jean pockets and yes even
the washing machine. I do tend to gift to others, sometimes the other person needs
them more.
David (my partner) would say it is a much cheaper habit than loving diamond
jewellery (do love those too) but I have come to use them everywhere I go…. Oh, this
one time I was heading into surgery and I had a little bag of special crystals to get
me through the procedure (total hate going under and paranoid about what I will
say). The nurses were great, and the anaesthetist was a little unsure because I would
not let go of them. When I had woken my bag of crystals were taped to my chest so
no one would lose them, and they were safe during the procedure. I love that it is so
accepted.
Crystals give me so much joy and really a big part of my Seven Foundations that get
me through the day. You will always find me with one, come ask me to empty my
pockets and see what type I am carrying around.
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What is your birth stone, do you feel connected to this? This was a starting point
for me with connecting to stones/ crystals.

Crystals can be jewellery, they can be carried in handbags, placed in soft velvet
bags. Do you have crystals, and do you display them? Look at how you would use
them and research as you might be looking for a piece to fit in a necklace or a
piece to sit at your desk or a piece to carry in your bag. What would your
preference be?

You can find crystals at local markets etc – let them pick you… you will notice
them. I go for someone like Geo Junkie who just does a little bit more, she can
create a mix if I need to deal with a toxic work environment and it is case of
putting the intention into the crystals. So, crystals on steroids is a great way to
look at it. Look at what you would want crystals for – you can jump on social
media and ask a crystal selling business what is good for what. Write down what
you find out.
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My Sixth Foundation
Mindfulness – Making Tea
It is a day of total ‘go mode’ and it feels rushed with so many things on and trying to
get them all done – it feels too busy and you would much rather be productive than
this crazy mode. It is a day that I skipped
meditation as I needed to get a jump on the day
and start my tasks early. In my head, I am
justifying missing this as I am in such a good
place and I don’t need to stress about missing a
practice. When I start the day, I feel like I have
got this, and I am ok juggling all these ‘to-do’
tasks. The day moves forward and task after task,
I have forgotten to use the bathroom or even
drink water as I have been fast-paced all day and
then it hits me. SLOW THE FUCK DOWN!
Nothing is so important that you need to forget
looking after you.
There have been stages where I need to do shit and get it done but that has been
when I have been deployed overseas or on a major Army Exercise and required to
work 10-12-hour days, I can get shit done when I need to. My every day is not that
time and I have to step away from the conditioning of this. I have done this 'go
mode' so many times and week after week, until Friday hits and well I am lying on
the lounge with 2-3 wine bottles drunk and the wheel of camembert gone and I
can’t cook dinner because I am emotionally exhausted as I have given all of me all
week.
Some of you might be thinking, that is what the weekend is for – how Friday is wine
o'clock and how that is the unwind time. It is not for me, I am seeking vitality in
every day, joy in every day that is my
goal, I am forever working on it.
For me when I recognised that I was
being busy the magic was
acknowledging and slowing down.
Wow, this is a lesson, not to jump
into that mode but to step back and
have a look at it from every angle
then with ease and grace focus on
one task, like when I'm typing now I
feel the keys under my fingers
watching the letters appear on the
screen and I am enjoying just being
creative. I am mindful at the
moment, I guess it is like a bit of a
bubble. This is slowing down for me
and I realised that this was something that I needed in my every day, it is a practice I
wanted to work on and ensure that I kept. I was getting more work done if I was
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more mindful in my tasks. I also needed to be mindful in my breaks as well. This
magic made me feel restful, more vitality and enjoying all the smaller things just like
typing now. I created my list and I could focus on one thing at a time. I became
calmer.
I met this lady called Lisa Wescott who is another friend in my circle, and she
introduced me to tea! I am a coffee drinker and was not keen on tea at all, as coffee
is all about go go go! My only introduction to tea was a Lipton bag in a mug with
milk (yuck) - give me coffee any day. When I met Lisa I was mesmerised in her tea
telling stories, the world stopped as she explained about what the tea reminded her
off ( a memory from her past) where the leaves came from, what they felt like, how
to seep and prepare each different type of tea. I would love how she could
recommend food to pair with particular teas (she also loves to bake). It felt like
meditation in itself. I was so so lost in that story with her and her tea was
exceptional.

For me making a pot of tea took time, we all know how to do things quickly, but do
we know how to slow it down? To make coffee it is one press of my machine and
bam it's instantly done for me! That is this day and age. But choosing a tea, using a
teapot, selecting a beautiful teacup, seeping, waiting, pouring and then sitting and
enjoying the tea was this magical mindful act. Is this meditation in itself?
I had previously worn my ‘busy’ badge like it was a medal that I wear on my Army
uniform. I realise how crazy this is as I cringe when I hear the words “I am so busy”. I
want to hear how people are making time for themselves, the no crashing on Friday
evening but the enjoyment of life.
This practice has become one of my foundations, being mindful is an art form and
something to practice every day. I find from tea making and focusing on one thing
at a time when someone comes to talk to me they have my full attention, when my
daughter needs a hug then I get lost in that moment and when David captures me
for a kiss in the kitchen I kiss just that bit longer. Being mindful and practising with
tea has helped me slow everything down.
Who is up for a cup of tea?
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Doing things slowly, you can try mindful eating, mindful walking bare foot on the
grass. Doing things slowly and mindfully brings calmness – look at something
you can do slowly and be in the present.

Don’t start with a tea bag; I don’t think instant coffee is any better either. I am
quality over quantity any day. So, if you are making coffee or tea, do some selfcare and treat yourself. Hint** neither of them is purchased in a supermarket. I
also love the quality of a teacup – love and care and not expense.

I have found it difficult at times to be present with all the noise around. I have sat
in airport lounges or coffee shops and to slow my space down I have put in
headphones and played classical music – it was wonderful to take in the slow
music. I know we live in a noisy world and have families or friends so I look at
ways that I can slow my world down.
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My Seventh Foundation
Magical Moon
I know you are reading this and there would be some of you out there saying how
the hell is the Moon a foundation? Not only is it huge but it totally is a love as well...
let's talk about this.
I love astrology but I am a complete utter novice and I wish to be a superstar on this
subject, do courses, talk to experts and read a tonne of books but until I get to that I
will have to love what I know.
As a soldier during field exercises, I would
love when it was a big fat full moon because I
have shit night vision and I could not see and
the bigger the moon was the better I could
move around at night. I know I have ended
up in other people’s sleeping areas honestly
because I got lost.
I don't think I even need to talk about when I
was a sailor and the magic of standing on the
deck and seeing a moon. It felt like being
under a spell.
Nowadays when it comes to following the
moon for me, I know each phase means
something different is happening for me, it
helps me understand what I am feeling and
thinking. We all know the full moon and
celebration but what about new moon and
resetting. I love to know where she is and
what phase she is in. I make sense of what is
going on for me and how I can work with her
by looking at the phase, so I know whether to
reset or breathe or take action.
I have some wonderful artistic cards from
Moonology that I place on my desk and it is
that little visual reminder of the phases just
like if you were looking at a calendar to
remind you what day it is.
With the full moon I light a fire and I write
down everything that has bothered me, no
one gets to see it but I rip it up and I put it in
the fire, I farewell it, it is gone and I don’t have
to hold onto it any longer nor carry it around,
this is the most freeing thing that I have
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started to practice because I honestly feel if
things go wrong for me to come full moon that
shit is going to burn. After my fire, I take the
ashes and I sprinkle them around my garden,
my yard is so grounding and I feel like whatever
the concerns were have disappeared and we
are all being grounded together – clean slatestyle feeling good and centred. I know the Full
moon is a celebration and you don't need to be
a moon lover to do this, many places have full
moon parties during this phase. My animals are
always a little crazy and honestly, so are we lunar (lunatic).
Come new moon this is similar to my full moon where I
go into manifesting, basically I am asking the new
moon as it is new beginnings for all the things that I
desire and want to create in this next phase. It is writing
out and visualising having those things, and this is
wonderful for me as I get a fresh manifest list each
month. Even if I think about something during the
moon cycle, I know new moon time I can just ask for it. I
have managed to manifest some amazing things into
my life just from this practice alone
Now I know that new and full moon are not a daily foundation but it is knowing
where the moon is at and what are good days and bad days – I guess I am talking
about the energy that it is creating and from that I can plan out my months, when
to have that meeting, when to have a rest day and I work with the moon to carve
out my diary and work with it instead of against it. I seek help from professionals
whilst having a learner plate on. One of my favourites is Soulshine Astrology. I really
connect with all that is put out by her and I do get a lot of my information from her
as well.

This being my most enjoyable foundation I even hosted a dream dinner under a full
moon this year for my circle. It was amazing. So worth celebrating.
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First thing I wanted to know was what phase the moon was in so I could work
with it. Soulshine Astrology has a great calender they put out each month.
Google what you find out about phases and what they mean.

Keep a journal on how you feel each phase and that will help you work out what
are great days, not so good days and need to reset days. Working out where you
are at helps set your month the first part is noticing.

What do you think about a ritual on either full moon or new moon? Do you need
to release or manifest? Google some rituals following these phases and be a
bower bird – pick out things you like.
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How do you feel after a tough day? Are there any unhealthy habits you do when
you have a bad day?

What positive things do you do to release your thoughts and feelings about the
day that you have had?

How and when do you form intentions and goals for your day, and in the bigger
picture of things for your career or life?
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Your Foundations
Based upon your reflection points throughout this booklet, use this space to identify
or create your own foundations!
Like me you may have a specific set of tools that helps you through tough days,
anxious situations and moments of celebration. If you do have this toolbox you can
use your reflections to strengthen the tools you already have and maybe even add a
couple that you would like to start.
However, you may still be learning what these tools are for you and haven’t had the
chance to plan how you will take the next steps. Perhaps from my own experiences
or your own reflections, take this chance to decide on some useful practices that you
can start that will benefit you during your day and enhance your daily mindset.
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Now that you have a list of tools and practices it’s time to take action and use these
throughout your day! Decide on how often you would like to see yourself practicing
your foundations and maybe find check-in buddies to keep yourself accountable.
Here are some ideas of action plans that you can make:
My Daily Practices
My ‘end of a bad day’ Tools
Emergency Tools for feeling overwhelmed / stressed
Just Take a Breath Tools
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